Numerical Comparisons and Sex-Related Brain Connectivity
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Abstract

Despite the recent literature on sex-related anatomic, maturational and functional brain differences, the study of significant individual developments in math learning and achievement has scarcely approached this perspective. We aimed to compare the influence of sex in functional brain connectivity and behavioral measures in a numerical comparison task. Therefore, a group of school children with ages from 8 to 11 years old was evaluated during a number comparison task. Even though the behavioral performance was similar across the sexes, males distinctly showed a significant correlation between their math WRAT-4 scores and the number of correct responses in the experimental task and working memory scores. Besides, the analysis of the concurrent EEG during task performance showed that males comparatively had a greater brain left intra-hemispheric connectivity, as well as greater interhemispheric connectivity, particularly in Theta and Alpha bands during task performing-as compared to resting-. In contrast, females showed a significantly different decrement of brain connectivity in the Alpha band from resting to task performing. Present results are interpreted as probably reflecting sex-related maturational dissimilarities in neurodevelopment, along with the progressive development of more efficient cognitive strategies, processes running not necessarily parallel in both sexes.
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1. Introduction

Adequate mathematics learning dramatically impacts individuals' lives and careers, increasing competitive functioning and opportunities in a progressively technologized and demanding global economy.

During the last decades, substantial efforts have been made to study and understand the complex math learning process and its neural functioning substrates, including the contribution of several domain-general variables as working memory, reasoning, processing speed, oral language, numerical representation, arithmetical retrieval, among others. As a result, the notion that academic achievement requires coordination between multiple complex cognitive systems has been strengthened (Bryce, Whitebread, & Szűcs, 2015; St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006). However, there is an important issue that has remained relatively unattended so far. When math achievement is conceptualized, the sex of the learners is usually not taken into account, despite increasing evidence supporting not only structural differences between sexes but also distinct task-related brain neurofunctional relationships, cognitive abilities, processing strategies, among many others sex-related distinctions.

In general, no apparent sex differences have been consistently demonstrated for the prevalence of the specific calculus-related disorder during neurodevelopment. This disorder, usually known as Developmental Dyscalculia (DD), has been recently defined by Szűcs and Goswami (2013) as "persistently weak mathematical performance of developmental origin" when the influence of other factors as motivation or educational appropriateness can be discarded.

Concerning DD, Dirks et al. (2008) reported a slightly higher prevalence for girls than boys in Grade 4 and 5, while Badian (1999) reported a higher prevalence in boys than girls in Grade 4 and above. The study of Badian
coincided with results from the Havana Survey (Reigosa-Crespo et al., 2011), in which males showed a higher prevalence of DD than females. In this context, Devine and colleagues (2013) did not find sex differences in the prevalence of DD, but differences emerged when using a mathematics-reading discrepancy definition. Interestingly, these authors found that girls' performance was better in reading than in mathematics, whereas boys' performance was better in mathematics than reading.

Recently, Bull, Cleland, and Mitchell (2013) reported that males have greater acuity of the representation upon spatial illustrations of numbers. They argue that this difference arises from sex-related differences in the parietal lobe. Concerning visuospatial processing, males seem to outperform females primarily in spatial transformation tasks (i.e., mental rotation). Still, they probably depend on different cognitive strategies relying more on imagery and visual processes (e.g., Hugdahl, Thomsen, & Erslund, 2006), whereas females tend to prefer verbal strategies (Hugdahl et al., 2006). Other studies, using fMRI techniques, have evaluated sex differences in young, healthy subjects while performing verbal and visuospatial working memory tasks. They showed that females exhibit difficulties in both verbal and visuospatial working memory and more significant brain activations interpreted as reflecting lower working memory capacity (Zilles et al., 2016).

An extended correlational study between rates of brain anatomical changes in typically developing adolescents has recently shown that fronto-temporal association cortices have the greater maturational increase in their functional interconnectivity with other cortices (Raznahan et al., 2011). Besides, these authors found evidence for sexually dimorphic maturational coupling within the prefrontal system. They confirmed a close relationship between frontopolar cortex (FPC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) in females but not in males, probably defining sex differences as underlying the neural bases of cognitive control and decision making (Christakou et al., 2009; Raznahan et al., 2011), particularly considering previous reports showing that females tend to have a less lateralized brain organization than males for language (Shaywitz et al., 1995) and spatial abilities (Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995).

EEG coherence analysis has demonstrated to be helpful to explore cortical functional relationships, especially when studying the functional coupling between brain areas during cognitive processing (Lacroix et al., 1995; Rappelsberger & Petsche, 1988; Tremblay et al., 1994). Recently, children showed greater coherence lateralized to the right when they performed a symbolic magnitude comparison task, but with distinctive brain functional connectivity patterns as per the math skill level (González-Garrido et al., 2018).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to assess the brain functional dynamics underlying sex-related differences during a number comparison task's performance. With this aim, we evaluated a group of children to compare the influence of sex in functional brain connectivity while performing a simple numerical task, hypothesizing that sex-related maturational dissimilarities in neurodevelopment will determine significant differences in the brain connectivity patterns underlying the performance of the task despite its behavioral similarities.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Participants

Fifty-seven 8-to-11-year-old, third grade, right-handed children -31 males- participated. All of them completed the math sub-section of the Wide Range Achievement Test (2006). None of the children had been previously reported by their parents or schoolteachers as having difficulties in reading, writing, or calculus.

2.2 Procedure

In addition to the WRAT-4, several tests were also applied: the abbreviated IQ version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, WISC-IV (Block Design, and Vocabulary), the Edinburgh Inventory of Handedness, the Working Memory Index from the WISC-IV (Digit Span and Letter-Number Sequencing), and a custom-designed survey on neurodevelopmental data to respond by the parents. They were all applied in a single morning session of about 45 minutes, previously obtaining written informed consent from the participants' parents. None of the children had a history of psychiatric or behavioral disorders.

During the experimental session, participants were all comfortably seated in a quiet, dimly lit room, at a 60-cm distance of a 17-inch LCD monitor (screen resolution= 1280 x 1024) in which visual stimuli were displayed. At the beginning of the session, resting EEG was recorded for three minutes. Children focused on a white fixation-cross displayed in the center of a black background to minimize ocular artifacts. Later, they were instructed to execute a symbolic numerical comparison task.

The experimental task presented pairs of Arabic numerals with values ranging from 5 to 34. Half of the pairs had a ratio of 1:2, while the other half had a higher proportion of 3:4. The side on which the number with the higher
magnitude appeared was counterbalanced. Children had to decide by pressing a key with their left or right index finger, which symbolized a higher quantity. The task was divided into two blocks (56 stimuli each) with a 3 minutes break. The pairs appeared pseudo-randomly within each block, and the order of the blocks was counterbalanced.

Each trial included a fixation cross (400 ms), followed by the numerical pair (1000 ms) and a gray screen (400 ms). The MINDTRACER software (Neuronic Systems, Inc.) controlled the stimuli' appearance, distinguishing the type of behavioral responses.

2.3 Stimuli
One hundred sixty-eight pairs of Arabic numerals were shown on a gray background using yellow and blueprints (54-point Arial font) for the two digits and counterbalancing their spatial -right, left- presentation.

2.4 Electrophysiological Methods
2.4.1 Recording
The EEG activity was recorded from 19 scalp sites (10/20 international system) using a commercial Electro-Cap and linked earlobes as reference. The Electrooculograms (EOGs) were recorded with surface electrodes from the right eye's outer canthus and infraorbital orbital ridge. Inter-electrode impedances were less than five kilo-ohms. A sampling frequency of 200 Hz and a 0.05-30 Hz bandpass filter were used for obtaining EEG and EOG signals in a MEDICID-04 system (Neuronic Systems, Inc.). Trials lasting two 1000-ms intervals were further considered for analysis. EEG data were segmented into the initial 1000 ms –prior to the stimulus onset (resting period)-, and the following 1000 ms starting with the stimulus onset (performing period). EEG epochs with voltage exceeding 100 μV on an EEG or EOG channel were automatically rejected. Besides, artifacts were also removed by careful visual inspection.

2.4.2 Data Analysis
Signal Processing: Before coherence estimation, EEG data was spatially filtered using a Surface Laplacian solution through a realistic head geometry model (Deng, Winter, Thorpe, & Srinivasan, 2012). Thus, we built a 3-layer realistic geometry head model of volume conduction. The final spatial sampling was tailored by adjusting the calculations to the averaged coordinates of the EGI 3-D model for children aged 2–9 and 9–18 years, respectively. Subsequently, the connectivity matrix was calculated using the magnitude-squared coherence from surface Laplacian EEG (Nunez et al., 2009; Srinivasan, Winter, Ding, & Nunez, 2007).

The resulting EEG signals were filtered in delta (0.5-3.5 Hz), theta (3.5-7.5), alpha (8.0-13.5), and beta (14-30 Hz) bands, thus reducing the high-frequency noise. Coherence was calculated among the 19 scalp sites only for trials with correct responses; therefore, we obtained 361-coherence spectra symmetric matrix displaying the relationship between all scalp locations. We calculate the mean of the coherence spectra in each frequency band to reduce coherence spectra into coherence coefficients matrices. The ensuing coherence matrices for each frequency band were centered between their minimum and maximum coherence values. Coherence values lower than half of their coherence range were dropped. Afterward, matrices were normalized for their maximum coherence value (not considering values in the diagonal).

To achieve a homogeneous dataset based on the topological analysis of the coherence matrices, we followed two steps; a) the degree of each electrode (i.e., the number of connections that each electrode had with other electrodes) was calculated, and b) children were divided according to their sex and also grouped concerning their WRAT4 scores to balance these two variables across the groups. Then, the Silhouette method was applied to measure the distance among subjects in a group and establish its cohesiveness. The cohesiveness is ranked in the range of [-1, 1], where -1 means entirely away from the group, 0 in the limit of belonging to its group, and 1 when entirely belongs to the group. As a result of this analysis, eight individuals were considered outliers and removed from the groups, thus remaining 27 males and 22 females. Next, we removed the youngest and oldest children to obtain 20 males and 20 females. All children had an estimated IQ of 90 or higher, according to the local norms of the WISC-IV Spanish version.

For each one of the selected subjects, their respective coherence matrices in each EEG frequency band (4 by subject) were all averaged to obtain what was called “whole spectrum” (WS). Coherence matrices were averaged to obtain one representative matrix from each contrasting variable [sex, condition (resting and performing), and EEG frequency band]. A threshold (th= 0.5) was used to select only the most robust connections.
Inter and Intra-hemispheric connectivity

The sum of all electrode inter-connections between the right hemisphere and left hemisphere was calculated for each band to quantify inter-hemispheric connections during resting and while performing. The quantification of the intra-hemispheric relationships followed a similar methodology, with only one difference in the last step. Instead of summing all electrode inter-connections between the right and left hemispheres, we calculated the sum of all intra-connections in each hemisphere or each band. For both levels of the experimental condition (resting and performing), the number of connections obtained in each frequency band was normalized, dividing by the maximum number of links in that band.

“Significant” connections

The brain connectivity was analyzed using a Repeated Measures-ANOVA, considering three within-subject factors (Condition (2: resting, performing); Hemisphere (2: left, right); and Frequency band: (5: delta, theta, alpha, beta, and WS); along with 1-between subjects factor (sex). Bonferroni adjustments were performed when needed using a 95–99% confidence interval. Two thresholds of \( p < 0.05 \) and \( p < 0.01 \) were set.

3. Results

3.1 Behavioral Results

An independent-samples t-test was used to contrast the behavioral results by sex. There were no significant differences between males and females in the number of correct responses, reaction times, or WRAT-4 scores (Table 1).

Table 1. Sociodemographic data and behavioral performing of the experimental task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>t(gl)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>9.0 (0.31)</td>
<td>8.9 (0.29)</td>
<td>1.055 (38)</td>
<td>0.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated I.Q.</td>
<td>112.5 (12.9)</td>
<td>104.4 (13.0)</td>
<td>2.061 (38)</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory score</td>
<td>106.2 (10.8)</td>
<td>103.9 (15.8)</td>
<td>0.531 (38)</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAT4 score</td>
<td>109.5 (23.4)</td>
<td>97.9 (14.9)</td>
<td>1.879 (32)</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct Responses (NCT)</td>
<td>135.1 (16.0)</td>
<td>137.8 (13.1)</td>
<td>-0.606 (38)</td>
<td>0.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Time (NCT)</td>
<td>724.3 (74.5)</td>
<td>733.7 (64.5)</td>
<td>-0.424 (38)</td>
<td>0.674</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are expressed in Mean (Standard Deviation). NCT: number comparison task

A Pearson bivariate correlation analysis (2-tailed) was used to further explore the relationship between different behavioral outcomes. We found a statistically significant positive correlation between WRAT-4 scores and the total amount of correct responses while performing the number comparison task in males (\( r = 0.541, p = 0.014 \)), but not in females (\( r = 0.198, p = 0.402 \)). Similarly, there was a significant correlation between WRAT-4 scores and the working memory scores in males (\( r = 0.512, p = 0.021 \)) but not in females (\( r = 0.375, p = 0.104 \)).

3.2 Brain Connectivity

3.2.1 Intrahemispheric Connectivity

The RM-ANOVA showed significant effects only for the Frequency band (\( F_{\alpha, 116} = 6.982, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.155 \)), demonstrating that Beta achieved significantly lower connectivity than the other EEG frequency bands (\( p < 0.01 \)). See Figure 1.
A significant interaction between Condition, Hemisphere and Sex was also found ($F(1, 38)= 6.612, p= 0.041, \eta^2= 0.148$). Post hoc analyses showed that differences in brain connectivity between males and females mainly focused on the left hemisphere while individuals performed the task ($p< 0.05$), being males who developed greater brain connectivity during performing as compared to the resting period. Table 2 shows the standardized intrahemispheric connectivity during rest and task performance.

Within-group analyses showed a significant difference between Frequency bands for males ($F(3, 57)= 3.439, p< 0.05, \eta^2= 0.153$), in which Beta reached a significantly lower connectivity index at rest when compared to Alpha ($p< 0.05$). Brain connectivity difference between the Frequency bands was also observed in females ($F(3, 57)= 3.645, p< 0.05, \eta^2= 0.161$), who showed significantly lower connectivity in Beta than in Delta ($p< 0.05$). Furthermore, an additional significant interaction emerged in females between Condition and Frequency band ($F(3, 57)= 3.177, p< 0.05, \eta^2= 0.143$), in which post hoc analyses indicated that connectivity in Alpha was significantly lower while performing the numerical task, to that observed during the resting period ($p< 0.05$). Please see Table 2.

Table 2. Standardized intra-hemispheric connectivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RESTING</th>
<th>PERFORMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>$\theta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Hemisphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Hemisphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data reflects a coefficient obtained by dividing the number of significant connections by the number of maximum connections presented for each band. WS: whole spectra.
Table 3. Standardized inter-hemispheric connectivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RESTING</th>
<th>PERFORMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>δ</td>
<td>θ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data reflects a coefficient obtained by dividing the number of significant connections by the number of maximum connections presented for each band. WS: whole spectra.

3.2.2 Interhemispheric Connectivity

Concerning the interhemispheric connectivity, there was a significant effect of the Sex (F(1, 38)= 4.851, p= 0.03, η²= 0.113), in which males showed greater connectivity than females, mainly due to higher connectivity during performing condition, as well as a significant effect for the Frequency band (F(3, 114)= 63.183, p< 0.001, η²= 0.624), denoting higher connectivity in Delta (p< 0.05) than Theta, Alpha y Beta. We did not find interactions between the different factors. Table 3 shows the standardized interhemispheric connectivity coefficients during rest and task performance.

4. Discussion

Behavioral results showed the absence of sex-related differences between the groups in either the WRAT-4 scores or the accuracy level of responses while performing the experimental task. This result coincides with previous studies obtaining similar cross-sectional findings (Verdine, Golinkoff; Hirsh-Pasek, & Newcombe, 2017) and longitudinal studies (Vanbinst, Ceulemans, Peters, & De Smedt, 2018). However, a clear relationship in males was found between WRAT-4 scores and two other behavioral variables: the correct responses while comparing numerical quantities and working memory scores.

A recent neuropsychological evaluation performed in Mexican participants in the birth cohort from an ongoing environmental study called Early Life Exposure in Mexico to Environmental Toxicants (ELEMENT: Perng et al., 2019) studied 826 children from 5 to 15 years old, indicating that males perform significantly better than females on rule-acquisition tasks (i.e., IED: Intra- Extra-Dimensional Shift), which is a test that features visual discrimination and flexibility of attention. Although this result coincides with previously reported sex-related differences in attentional control-processing speed (Anderson, Anderson, Northam, Jacobs, & Catroppa, 2001), most of the differences are temporary present because girls seem to comparatively move from less accurate to a higher level of performance (especially after 11 years of age), probably suggesting the effect of a sex-specific maturational change in brain development (Giedd et al., 1996; Tomescu et al., 2018). An alternative and not contradicting explanation might assume that each sex employs different strategies while solving a cognitive task (Weissman-Fogel, Moayedi, Taylor, Pope, & Davis, 2010). That number processing may be related to sex differences in spatial processing strategies (Pletzer, Harris, & Scheuringer, 2019), while sex hormones relate to hemispheric asymmetries in cognitive functions (Pletzer, Jäger, & Hawelka, 2019). The association found in males between performances and working memory scores goes in line with recent findings delineating a predictive relationship between executive functions and math abilities, suggesting WM as a "unique predictor of number production and mental calculus achievement" in primary-school children (Filippetti & Richaud, 2017). Particularly considering that these authors studied a sample of children between 8 and 12 years of age, almost 50% of the total girls were 8 and 9 years old. In contrast, boys were predominant between 11 and 12 years old.

Roselli and colleagues (2009) have reported that sex seems to predict performances on arithmetical problem-solving tasks. Still, without influence tasks involving number production, a result allegedly since number knowledge is a primary numerical skill, thus less influenced by cultural factors. Empirical evidence links a fluent visual recognition of Arabic digits with math competency development (Price, Wilkeya, & Yeoab, 2017). However, a combination of visuoperceptual processes, response selection mechanisms, and other cognitive processing steps seem to participate, thus reinforcing the notion that sex-related differences in cognitive processing strategies might play a role in behavioral performance while comparing numerical magnitudes.

Widagdo and colleagues (1998) performed a quantitative EEG analysis to contrast resting with arithmetic processing in young adults. They found a widespread decreased alpha activity with an extensive increase of the activity in delta and theta bands and a focalized posterior increase of the upper beta activity. Recently, Kitaura et al. (2017) used cortical spectral density distribution to compare a mental arithmetic task versus rest and reported a significant increase of the theta activity in medial prefrontal areas with a decrement over the left parietal lobe,
as well as decreased alpha1 activity in parietal-occipital regions. These authors demonstrated reduced connectivity within the right hemisphere and significantly increased connectivity in the left hemisphere.

Analogously, present results showed that when performing the number comparison task, males developed greater brain intra-hemispheric connectivity, mainly focused on the left hemisphere. They also showed a higher increase in brain connectivity from resting to performing in both hemispheres. In this sense, it is generally accepted that the comparison of numerical magnitudes is a nonlinguistic activity that relies on both cerebral hemispheres. Indeed, they both can recognize digits and translate them into a mental representation of quantities to be compared (Dehaene, 1996, 1997; Dehaene & Cohen, 1997). Number comparison might depend on a core system responsible for numerical representations (Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004). However, the functional brain connectivity and its dynamic change with neural development (Dimitriadis, Laskaris, & Micheloyannis, 2015), sex seems to be an important additional factor.

A recent EEG study performed in a sex-balanced sample of children from 3rd to 6th grades while solving arithmetic tasks reports a distributed network in the theta band and greater network integration in the alpha band, related to task demands (Vourkas et al., 2014). Regarding our electrophysiological results, sex-related connectivity changes neither run similarly for all the frequency bands; females, for instance, showed a significant decrement for alpha power from resting to task performing in both hemispheres. Several studies have demonstrated the distinct quantitative contribution of the EEG frequency-bands during the performance of mental arithmetical tasks, with a significant role of theta and alpha bands (Kitaura et al., 2017; Chin, Zhang, Wang, & Ang, 2018; Grabner, & De Smedt, 2012; Wang, Gan, Zhang, & Wang, 2018).

On the other hand, current results showed that males developed significantly more inter-hemispheric connections while performing the task, mainly affecting delta and alpha frequency bands. This latter finding might be reflecting the extended bilateral activity over frontal and posterior parietal areas observed during calculation, previously described by using different study methods as EEG (Dimitriadis et al., 2015; Vourkas et al., 2014), MEG (Simos et al., 2008), ERP (Prieto-Corona et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2011), and fMRI (Kaufmann, Wood, Rubinsten, & Henik, 2011; Meintjes et al., 2010).

5. Conclusion
Whatever the most accurate theoretical explanation might fit the sex-related connectivity differences found, they should be analyzed in the context of the number comparison and mathematical learning in a developing brain (see Peters and De Smedt, 2018 for a detailed and enriching analysis of brain imaging current evidence). Our results could just be reflecting sex-related maturational dissimilarities in neurodevelopment, along with the progressive development of more efficient cognitive strategies, not necessarily concurrent in both sexes.

6. Contribution of the Present Paper
Similar behavioral performance with significant sex-related differences in the underlying brain activation patterns while performing cognitive tasks both in healthy (e.g., Bell et al., 2006; Li et al., 2017; Riley et al., 2018) and patients suffering from different pathological conditions (e.g., González-Garrido et al., 2018; Kasher et al., 2019) had been previously reported. These contradictory findings seem to be supported by a sex-related distinct functional brain organization favoring adaptive processing strategies that converge into the goal of maximizing efficient use of task-demanded cognitive resources. It may be the final result of complex genetic-hormone-environment interacting factors leading to preponderant cognitive processing strategies in adults. The present work highlights the role of early sex-related brain functional connectivity differences in mathematical learning and how they distinctly influence numerical operations. Current results reinforce the need to distinguishing sex as a relevant factor to further evaluate math skills in children.

7. Limitations
Despite the limitations of the present study, mainly associated with the size of the final sample, resultant sex-related differences in the relationships between several behavioral variables, and the EEG frequency band distribution of the changes from rest to task-performing, along with the sex-related dissimilarities in brain connectivity patterns when comparing Arabic numbers, strongly suggest the need to study this relevant topic further, probably via evaluating populations with a significantly higher range of age, including young adults.
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